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ABSTRACT
While the overall summer rainfall–sea surface temperature (SST) relationship has a negative correlation over the western North Pacific (WNP), this relationship experiences a significant interannual variation. During the ENSO-developing (decaying) summer, the rainfall–SST correlation is significantly positive (negative). The positive correlation is attributed to interplay between the anomalous Walker circulation and the cross-equatorial flows associated with the enhanced WNP summer monsoon. The former leads to negative rainfall anomalies in the western Pacific, whereas the latter leads to a cold SST anomaly resulting from enhanced surface latent heat fluxes. The negative correlation is attributed to the maintenance of an anomalous Philippine Sea anticyclone from the El Niño peak winter to the subsequent summer. The anomalous anticyclone, on one hand, suppresses the local rainfall, and on the other hand induces a warm in situ SST anomaly through both the enhanced solar radiation (resulting from a decrease in clouds) and the reduced surface latent heat flux (resulting from the decrease of the monsoon westerly). The rainfall–SST correlation is insignificant in the remaining summers. Thus, the overall weak negative rainfall–SST correlation is attributed to the significant negative correlation during the ENSO-decaying summers.

1. Introduction
Previous studies revealed a negative correlation between rainfall and underlying sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies (SSTAs) over the western North Pacific (WNP) in boreal summer (Trenberth and Shea 2005; Wang et al. 2005). The maximum rainfall phase leads that of the cold SSTA by 1 month, suggesting that the ocean, to the first order of approximation, is a passive response to the in situ atmospheric forcing (Wang et al. 2005). Atmospheric general circulation models (AGCMs) generally have less skills in simulating the WNP summer monsoon because of the lack of air–sea coupling (Wang et al. 2004, 2005; Wu et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2008a,b, 2009). The negative SST tendency–rainfall correlation poses a challenge to the current two-tier strategy for seasonal climate forecast. It implies that atmospheric forcing may play a dominant role in the WNP summer monsoon region (Wu et al. 2006; Wu and Kirtman 2007).

The WNP summer monsoon exhibits a pronounced quasi-biennial variability and is a key region for generating the troposphere biennial oscillation in the warm pool (Li et al. 2006). In association with remote El Niño forcing, a phase-dependent low-frequency atmospheric circulation controls the WNP, with a pronounced anomalous...
cyclone (anticyclone) during its developing (decaying) summers (Wang et al. 2003). While the anomalous cyclone is a direct Rossby wave response to the central Pacific heating in the El Niño developing phase, the maintenance of the anomalous anticyclone from the northern winter to the subsequent summer is primarily attributed to a positive local thermodynamic air–sea feedback mechanism (Wang et al. 2000). The strongly asymmetric circulation features associated with the ENSO turnabout were also found in other previous studies (Kumar and Hoerling 2003).

Given the distinctive summer circulation patterns between the El Niño–developing and El Niño–decaying phases, some key scientific questions related to the local rainfall–SST relationship need to be investigated. For example, is there an asymmetry regarding the rainfall–SST relationship between the developing and decaying phases of ENSO? If a phase-dependent asymmetric relationship does exist, what are the physical and dynamical processes that are responsible for this asymmetry? In this note, we will explore the asymmetric features of and physical mechanisms for the ENSO phase-dependent rainfall–SST relationships over the WNP.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. After a description of the datasets in section 2, we classify the summer seasons of 1979–2005 into three types based on the ENSO phases and analyze different rainfall–SST relationships for each type in section 3. A summery and physical mechanisms for the ENSO phases and analyze different rainfall–SST relationships for each type in section 4. A summery and discussion are presented in section 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>El Niño</th>
<th>La Niña</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2. Datasets and methods

The data used in the present study consist of 1) the Met Office’s Hadley Center’s Sea Ice and SST dataset version 1 (HadISST1) from 1979 to 2005 (Rayner et al. 2003), 2) precipitation data of the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) from 1979 to 2005 (Xie and Arkin 1997), 3) precipitation data of the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) from 1979 to 2005 (Adler et al. 2003), 4) the National Center for Environment Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis data from 1979 to 2005 (Kalnay et al. 1996), 5) objectively analyzed air–sea fluxes for global oceans (OAFlux) from 1984 to 2002 (Yu et al. 2008), and 6) Extended Reconstruced Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST), version 3, from 1979 to 2005 (Smith et al. 2008).

In addition, we use the ENSO index derived from the CPC in National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA; information available online at http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/ensoyears.shtml). Warm and cold episodes are determined based on a threshold of ±0.5°C for the 3-month running mean of ERSST version 2 SST anomalies in the Niño-3.4 region (5°N–5°S, 120°–170°W), and based on the 1971–2000 period.

Based on the Niño-3.4 index, we classify the entire 27 summers from 1979 to 2005 into ENSO-developing (DV) and ENSO-decaying (DC) summers and remaining (RM) summers (see Table 1). Out of the 27 summers, 21 are associated with ENSO. Further, 10 summers satisfy the following two criteria: the absolute value of the June–August (JJA) Niño-3.4 index is larger than 0.5°C; ENSO reaches a mature phase in the following winter. Eight out of the 10 summers are classified as being the DV type, with the exception of 1983 and 1998. Fifteen summers satisfy the criterion of following an ENSO mature winter. Thirteen out of the 15 summers are classified as being the DC type, with the exception of 1987 and 1999. The remaining six summers not associated with ENSO are classified as being the RM type.

Because of the complexity of ENSO evolution, some exceptions exist in the classification. There are some special occasions. 1) In the 1983 and 1998 summers, while a strong El Niño event dies out, a La Niña event occurs. 2) Because 1986 and 1998 events last longer than 1 yr, 1987 and 1999 summers not only follow but also precede an ENSO mature winter. We classify the 1983 and 1998 events as DC types and the 1987 and 1999 events as DV types, because their circulation and precipitation anomalies in the WNP are close to other DC or DV summers.

Correlation and composite analyses are used to investigate the relationship between precipitation and SST in the WNP in different types. In the DV type, the amount of El Niño events is far more than that of La Niña events (seven versus one), because most La Niña events begin after the summer period. To avoid excessively magnifying the weight of La Niña events, we do not apply the common El Niño composite minus the La Niña composite to the DV type. The only a La Niña event is reversed to an El Niño event through multiplying by −1. The El Niño composite is performed to represent the features of DV summer. In the DC type, the sample sizes of El Niño and La Niña are comparable. Thus, composites are performed using the El Niño composite.
minus the La Niña composite. In addition, a partial correlation is also used in the analysis.

All of the statistically significant tests for correlations and composites are performed using a two-tailed Student’s $t$ test. The degree of freedom is calculated by subtracting the total sample size minus 2, except for the composite analysis for the DV type. A paired difference test is performed for the summer type. Therefore, the degree of freedom is the sample size minus 1. In addition to the local significance test, a more stringent field significant test for the composite is performed using Monte Carlo simulation (Livezey and Chen 1983). The test takes into account the effects of number and interdependence in evaluating the collective significance of finite dataset.

3. Results

The spatial distribution of rainfall–SST correlation coefficients for all of the summer (JJA) of 1979–2005 is shown in Fig. 1a. The rainfall data and SST data are derived from the CMAP and HadISST datasets, respectively. The sample number for all years, DV, DC, and RM are 27, 8, 13, and 6, respectively. Their statistical significances at 5% level are 0.38, 0.71, 0.55 and 0.81, respectively. Consistent with the previous studies (Wang et al. 2005), SST is negatively correlated with rainfall over the WNP for the entire 27-yr period, but the correlation hardly exceeds the 5% significance level, except only over a small portion of the WNP. By separating all of the summers into the DV, DC, and RM summers (see Table 1), one may examine the SST–rainfall relationship for each group. It is noted that the rainfall is positively correlated with SSTA over the WNP for the DV type. On the contrary, the SST–rainfall correlation for the DC type is negative over this region (Fig. 1c). The correlation pattern for the DC type generally resembles that for all of the summer, implying that the overall negative SST–rainfall correlation in the region is mainly contributed by the DC type. Compared with the DC and DV types, the RM type has no consistently positive or negative rainfall–SST correlation in the region.

To more clearly illustrate the distinctive rainfall–SST relationships, we plot the scatter diagrams of the box-averaged (2.5°–15°N, 120°–140°E) SST and rainfall anomalies in Fig. 2. To expand the sample size and deduce the data dependence, the GPCP precipitation data and ERSST data are also included in the figure, in addition to the CMAP precipitation data and HadISST data. The sample sizes increase twice. The statistical significances at the 5% level for 54, 16, 26, and 12 sample sizes are 0.27, 0.50, 0.38, and 0.58, respectively. Consistent with Fig. 1a, the area-averaged SST–rainfall correlation for all of the summers is only $-0.26$, which hardly reaches the 5% significance level (Fig. 2a). By separating ENSO-developing and ENSO-decaying summers, we note that the rainfall is positively correlated with SSTA over the region for the DV type (Fig. 2b), with a positive correlation coefficient of 0.79, exceeding the 5% significance level. On the contrary, the averaged SST–rainfall correlation for the DC type is significantly negative (Fig. 2c), with a correlation coefficient of $-0.64$, which also exceeds the 5% significance level. Different from the DC and DV types, the RM type shows no significant SST–rainfall correlation in the region (Fig. 2d).
The positive correlation in the DV type (Fig. 2b) largely counteracts the negative correlation in the DC type (Fig. 2c), and thus makes the negative correlation in all of the summers insignificant. We calculate the partial correlation between precipitation and SST in the WNP, with the effect of remote forcing from the equatorial central-eastern Pacific, which is represented by the Niño-3 index, removed. The partial correlation coefficient reaches 0.36, which is larger than the original correlation coefficient 0.26, and exceeds 5% significance level.

To understand the cause of the reversed rainfall–SST relationships between ENSO-developing and ENSO-decaying summers, note the composite rainfall, SST patterns, and 850-hPa wind as shown in Fig. 3. The composite fields at the 10% local significance level are shaded. Based on the 10% local significance level, we test the field significance of the composite fields over the WNP (0°–25°N, 110°–160°E), by using Monte Carlo simulation (Livezey and Chen 1983). The experiments were completed 1000 times for each field test. The composite precipitation both in the DV type and in the DC type exceeds the 5% significance level. The composite SST in the DV (DC) type exceeds the 10% (15%) significance level. The composite zonal wind both in the DV type and in the DC type exceeds the 5% significance level.

For the DV type, the most pronounced SST signal is the warm SSTA in the equatorial central-eastern Pacific. Negative SST anomalies appear in the WNP, the Maritime Continent, and the southeastern Indian Ocean (IO; Fig. 3a). A reversed Walker circulation appears in the equatorial Pacific, with anomalous ascending (descending) motion in the central equatorial Pacific (Maritime Continent). Thus, the negative rainfall anomaly in the western Pacific is to a large extent a direct response to
The central Pacific heating associated with El Niño. The subsidence would reduce the cloud amount and cause the warm SSTA in the western Pacific. However, this cloud shortwave radiation effect is offset by the surface latent heat flux anomaly associated with the change of wind speed, as discussed below.

The maximum precipitation anomalies are primarily located in the equatorial central Pacific and over the WNP around 5°–15°N, 140°–160°E. The former is a direct response to the El Niño warming, which is symmetric about the equator. In response to the symmetric heating, strong westerly anomalies at the equator and twin cyclones off the equator would be generated according to the classical Matsuno (1966)–Gill (1980) pattern. Because of the equatorial asymmetry of the summer mean flow (e.g., a strong easterly vertical shear over the WNP monsoon region), the anomalous cyclone is most pronounced in the WNP (Wang et al. 2003). The enhanced convection/rainfall anomalies north of the equator (around 5°–15°N, 140°–160°E) further induce antisymmetric circulation responses (Gill 1980). As seen from the anomalous wind field in Fig. 3b, northward cross-equatorial flows appear over the western Pacific and Maritime Continent regions from 90° to 160°E. This WNP monsoon–southeastern (IO) teleconnection pattern may be referred to as the “Philippine–Sumatra pattern,” which has been noted previously in the study of the IO dipole (Li et al. 2002) and the origin of the tropospheric biennial oscillation (Li et al. 2006). Because the mean flow in boreal summer is the northward cross-equatorial flow, turning into the westerly flow under the WNP monsoon trough, the anomalous flows are approximately parallel to the mean flow in the region. The southeasterly anomaly off of Sumatra induces the cold SSTA through enhanced coastal upwelling, surface evaporation, and ocean vertical mixing (Li et al. 2003). The cold SSTA and associated suppressed convective anomaly south of the equator may further enhance the antisymmetric heating anomaly. As a result, the total surface wind speed over the Maritime Continent and the WNP monsoon trough region is greatly enhanced. The strengthened wind speed leads to the increase of surface latent heat flux, which overcomes the cloud shortwave radiation effect and causes the cold in situ SSTA. Thus, it is the combination of the overturning circulation associated with the remote El Niño forcing and the local latent heat flux effect associated with the variability of the WNP monsoon that leads to a positive
rainfall–SST relationship in the ENSO-developing summer.

For the DC type, the SSTA rapidly decays from its peak phase in the equatorial eastern-central Pacific, and by the summer, SST in the region is about normal (Fig. 3c). Positive SST anomalies occupy the WNP, South China Sea (SCS), and tropical IO. The most prominent feature of precipitation is a negative center extending from the SCS to the central North Pacific. This negative rainfall anomaly pattern is closely related to an anomalous anticyclone at 850 hPa in the region. The cause of this anomalous anticyclone has been discussed in previous studies (Chen et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2000; Wang and Zhang 2002). It develops in winter during the El Niño peak phase, and it is maintained to the subsequent spring and summer through either a local wind evaporation–SST feedback (Wang et al. 2000, 2003) or a remote forcing from the tropical IO (Yang et al. 2007).

The anomalous easterly to the south of the Philippine Sea anticyclone reduces the mean monsoon westerly and thus decreases the total surface wind speed. The accordingly reduced surface latent heat flux, together with the increased shortwave radiation resulting from the cloud reduction, leads to a warm SSTA in the western Pacific. As a result, the rainfall and SST anomalies have a remarkable negative correlation in the WNP during the ENSO-developing summer. It follows that the maintenance of the Philippine Sea anticyclone (cyclone) after the peak phase of El Niño (La Niña) dominates the generation of the negative SST–rainfall relationship.

To examine the relative role of the surface latent heat flux and shortwave radiative flux anomalies in changing the local SST, in Fig. 4 we show the amplitudes of the SSTA tendency, the net surface heat flux anomaly (which consists of shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, latent heat flux, and sensible heat flux components), and the surface latent and shortwave radiative flux anomalies in the region. The SST tendency is calculated using one order central difference scheme on each month. The JJA mean SST tendency and heat fluxes are calculated and shown in Fig. 4. Because the mean thermocline is deep in the WNP warm pool, the effect of the thermocline variation on the SSTA is relatively weak. The surface latent heat flux and shortwave radiative flux anomalies are the most dominant terms that change the local SST. To reduce uncertainties in the surface heat fluxes, an ensemble approach that averages the heat flux products from both the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis and OAFlux datasets is applied. For the DV type, the SSTA tendency and the total surface flux anomaly are consistently negative over the WNP region. On the contrary, for the DC type, the SST tendency and the total surface flux are consistently positive over the same region.

Fig. 4. The composite SSTA tendency, net downward heat flux anomalies, shortwave radiative flux anomalies, and latent heat flux anomalies averaged over 0°–15°N, 120°–140°E during the ENSO-developing and ENSO-decaying summers (W m⁻²). The SSTA tendency has been converted into the heat flux unit by assuming a constant ocean mixed layer depth of 80 m.
For the DV type, because the loss of the latent heat flux from the ocean is primarily attributed to the surface wind speed change, the spatial pattern of the latent heat flux anomaly generally resembles that of the surface wind speed anomaly (figure not shown). Compared to the latent heat flux, the positive shortwave radiative flux anomaly corresponding to the local suppressed convection is much smaller. Thus, the negative SSTA tendency is dominated by the negatively correlated latent heat flux anomaly associated with the enhanced cross-equatorial monsoonal flow. The SSTA cooling over the Maritime Continent is also primarily caused by the in situ negative latent heat flux anomaly.

For the DC type, both the latent heat flux and shortwave radiation flux anomalies contribute to the positive SST tendency (Fig. 4). Because the anomalous shortwave radiation is primarily determined by changes in the local cloud cover, the spatial pattern of the shortwave radiation flux anomaly is generally consistent with that of the suppressed convection over the WNP (figure not shown). Whereas the positive shortwave flux anomaly is associated with the suppressed convection, the positive latent heat flux anomaly is primarily attributed to the weakened surface wind speed. Both processes contribute to the negative SST–rainfall correlation during the ENSO-decaying summer.

Compared with the DV summer, the latent heat flux in DC summer plays a minor role in the SST tendency. It may be caused by the northward shift of anticyclonic anomalies in the DC type relative to cyclonic anomalies in the DV type. The mean state southwesterly wind of the WNP summer monsoon is located in the band of 0°–10°N. North of the band, the southwesterly wind changes to southerly wind (figure not shown). Because zonal wind prevails in the southern flank of the anticyclone or cyclone, wind speed anomalies would be stronger when the mean wind has a strong zonal component. Therefore, latent heat flux anomalies in the target region in the DV type tend to be stronger than that in the DC type.

4. Conclusions and discussion

In contrast to the previous finding of the negative summer rainfall–SST relationship over the WNP, we find that this relationship experiences a significant interannual variation. Separating the ENSO-developing (DV) and ENSO-decaying (DC) summers, we notice that for the DV type, the rainfall anomalies are significantly positively correlated with the SSTA over the WNP, whereas for the DC type, rainfall anomalies are significantly negatively correlated with SSTA. Thus, the overall negative rainfall–SST correlation is mainly contributed by the negative correlation in the ENSO-decaying summers. For the rest of summers there is no significant negative or positive rainfall–SST correlation over the WNP.

The significant positive rainfall–SST correlation in the DV type is attributed to the interplay between the anomalous Walker circulation and cross-equatorial flows associated with the Philippine–Sumatra pattern. The former, as a direct response to El Niño heating, leads to negative rainfall anomalies in the western Pacific; the latter leads to a cold SST resulting from enhanced WNP monsoon flows and surface latent heat fluxes. Because the latent heat flux anomaly dominates the total surface flux terms, it plays a fundamental role in generating the cold SST over the WNP and Maritime Continent region.

The negative rainfall–SST correlation in the DC type is primarily attributed to the formation of the anomalous Philippine Sea anticyclone that persists from the El Niño peak phase (boreal winter) to the subsequent summer. The anomalous anticyclone, on one hand, induces negative in situ rainfall anomalies, and on the other hand decreases the surface wind speed. Both the increase of downward shortwave radiation resulting from the suppressed convection and the decrease of upward latent heat fluxes resulting from the reduced wind speed contribute to a warming tendency in the WNP, leading to a negative rainfall–SST relationship.

In the DV summer, the negative SSTA in the WNP primarily results from the atmospheric forcing through latent heat flux. Meanwhile, the precipitation anomalies over the WNP are dominated by the large-scale Walker circulation. However, after the formation of the negative SSTA, it would increase the zonal anomalous temperature gradient, enhance the anomalous Walker circulation, and further suppress the local precipitation. The relative contribution of the SSTA to in situ precipitation anomalies needs further analysis.

In this work, we note the mechanisms responsible for the formation of negative SSTA in the WNP in the El Niño–developing summer. In fact, the negative SSTA persisted until the following summer (the El Niño–decaying summer; see Fig. 2c of Lau and Nath 2006). The maintenance of the negative SSTA after the ENSO mature phase is attributed to its coupling with the Philippine Sea anticyclone through positive wind–evaporation–SST feedback (Wang et al. 2000; Lau and Nath 2000). However, in the El Niño–decaying summer, with the onset of WNP summer monsoon, the positive feedback changes to a negative feedback, and the negative SSTA gradually evolves to positive (Wu et al. 2009). In terms of our analysis, both the latent heat flux and shortwave radiation are responsible for the SST warming, but their relative contribution need further numerical study because of the limitation of the observational flux data.
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